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GreenWorld 

 

The sea of green rolls out before her. Hills of crabgrass and wild maize rise and fall, their 

soft peaks cresting toward a warm dawn sky, before crashing down in frothy sprays of 

underbrush. Rabbits and squirrels and all other manner of wildlife flit amongst the hills, enjoying 

the cool of a morning not yet departed. A forest sprawls out behind this emerald sea. The trees 

stretch from a morning nap, their tips practically piercing the clouds, daring the sky to send them 

crashing down to the ground from which they’d come. The forest is thick, its canopy strong, so 

the animals inside are left in total darkness — save for the brief patches where light, emboldened 

by the power of sunrise, fights its way through porous roofs of leaves and speckles the ground 

below with golden rays that are more brazen and arrogant than heavenly or divine. Each gust of 

wind is like a breath taken by all; the trees suck in their guts and tighten their stomachs, while the 

grass bends, surrendering under the pressure of exhalation. And far, far beyond the gentle slopes 

and noble woods — if she imagines hard enough — is the glimmer of the ocean, a blue ocean 

that never fails to dwarf anything the land or man can come up with. 

Cathy examines this vista, her toes wiggling in the dirt as if to convince themselves the 

land they stand on is real. The flow of nature impresses her, the way the slopes melt into 

woodland thickets, which, in turn, rise into great, towering timberlands whose only infirmity are 

the rocky bluffs that send the forest’s rotting, woody corpses crashing to the beach below. But 

what really strikes Cathy are the wind turbines. 

Sleek, elegant, white, they shoot into the sky, so prodigious and colossal that it seems to 

Cathy that the forest and hills were made for the sole purpose of supporting these imperial 
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beasts. And the wind — the wind that whispers through nature, sweeping gracefully through 

trees and cutting swiftly through grass — bows before the metal giants, rising only to rotate their 

blades, each four or five trees in length. Now this is a real forest, Cathy thinks, her ears filled 

with the patterned whir of a thousand turbines that reminds anyone who bothers to listen that 

nature doesn’t come without a cost. 

It looks as if a blanket has been laid across the landscape — a spinning, whirling, white 

blanket. Above every tree, below every cloud is a dancing rotor performing pirouette after 

pirouette in the hopes that it may just scratch heaven’s underbelly. This is the perfect world that 

Cathy and many, myriad others choose to inhabit: a world where gargantuan wind turbines, with 

their indomitable might, coexist with the humble rabbit, the lowly hill, the quiet forest. 

Feeling a drop of water against her forehead, Cathy glances upwards, but with the sun 

now fully risen, she can see that there is hardly a grey cloud in the sky, let alone enough to rain. 

Instead, contrails of jets crisscross above her, each of them spraying carefully engineered 

radiation-reflective aerosols in white streaks about them, the chemicals diffusing into an 

atmosphere grateful for the unorthodox sunblock. And just as Cathy felt there was an ocean just 

beyond her vision, she knows that above the planes and clouds are reflective satellites, 

continually orbiting the Earth. She understands that the satellites’ purpose is, again, to block 

damaging solar radiation, but she prefers to think that they are watching over her, making sure 

that she knows she’s safe here. 

Cathy lowers her head and turns around. She knows that she ought to get back to her 

parents soon, else they might worry. 
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But Cathy pauses, her eyes now taking in the beautiful image of a city thoroughly 

enveloped in green. Every building, every shed, every shelter has a garden on its roof. And not 

only that, but the gardens are replete with flora completely foreign to Cathy’s real home. 

She beholds apartment buildings with vegetative terraces on every level. She notices 

self-driving monorails zipping back and forth, the vehicles’ roofs topped by solar panels on 

every square inch. She sees the white sidewalk framing the city with its photocatalytic, 

heat-reducing concrete. Yet there is one essential piece missing:  

The people. 

It is an Eden, an emerald city, but just like every utopia ever imagined by man, it is 

empty. There is not a soul in the entire region except Cathy. The apartments exist for no one. The 

railway runs for ghosts. And the plants? They grow and multiply and expand, yet try as they 

might, they simply cannot erase the constructions of man. It is as if a force beyond this world 

watches from above, pruning and shearing. 

It is raining harder. Cathy’s jet-black hair is now matted to her head, yet still no water 

falls from above. Cathy tries to take a step back, but is thrown to the ground by a sudden surge of 

wind. She struggles to get up, her fingers clawing desperately for a grip in the mud, but gust after 

gust knocks her down each time. The wind turbines have reversed direction and purpose, 

blowing the wind back at Cathy. Only this time the wind isn’t just a whisper. 

Cathy shivers, wrapping her arms around herself as she resigns to lying in the dirt. She 

looks up at the clear, sunny sky and watches as birds fly totally unimpeded by the whirlwind that 

has seemingly consumed her. She imagines the satellites rotating, tilting, swaying as they 

observe the minuscule speck that is her on an otherwise perfect landscape. 
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She watches the green city flicker and falter — a mirage in a desert of rain — and she 

begins to tremble, not from cold or fear, but from deep within. The tremble grows as her breath 

falters, as her eyes close, as her hands shake — abandoning their ineffective attempts to protect 

her battered body. The tremble snakes around her, tightening, its tendrils reaching every distant 

appendage, every minuscule muscle, every trivial nerve, until finally they slip their way past her 

quivering lips, down her tensed throat, and slither, with the arrogance and blasé of a creature that 

knows it’s won, to her tired heart — the black wisp of smoke and ooze, a promise of what could 

had been, tightening, squeezing, crushing the one organ that still fights on in the world that has 

become, the world that is. A cry escapes, soon losing itself to the wind — a whisper of hope 

amongst the howl of truth. This is how the world ends. Not with the grandiosity of nuclear war or 

the fanfare of a solar apocalypse, but with silence, the silence of a breath no longer drawn, a 

word no longer said, a life no longer lived. The green city falls, crumbling into nothing, as the 

turbines stop spinning and the planes cease to fly. 
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reset /incomp 
lete 

CATASTROPHIC_FAIL
URE 

…terminate 

Cathy lies there, breathing softly, an impenetrable darkness before her eyes. She forces 

back the arm of hysteria, moving just beyond its reach so that she may appraise her current 

situation with at least a dash of composure and perspicacity. The immense pressure on her left 

arm tells her that some form of debris has landed on top of her — likely one of the yurts, based 

off its texture. Its weight slowly drives air from her lungs, but Cathy can deduce, from the 

relative quiet about her, that the wind has calmed significantly, leaving only the ever-incessant 

patter of rain.  

A pause in the storm — one she must take advantage of, she decides, writhing beneath 

the yurt to free her pinned arms. But the effort soon proves ineffective, the mass above too much 

for a skinny twelve year-old. The tendrils are back, the panic creeping up Cathy’s legs towards 

her gaping mouth. 

“Help!” she screams, the effort causing the yurt to shift and further interrupt her 

breathing. 

“Cathy?” A voice in the darkness. “Cathy, is that you?” 

With her lungs now even more compressed, Cathy is only able to offer a soft wheeze in 

response. There is the sound of footsteps and grunting and Cathy feels the fabric shifting on top 

of her until it crashes to ground with a dramatic thump. 

“Get up! What are you doing? They said we need to get out now!” 
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“Can’t see…” Cathy mumbles, rising to her knees as her hands wave about the darkness 

before her. 

“Stop making fun of me, Cathy!” 

Recognizing the voice belongs to her friend Martha, Cathy quickly apologizes for 

mocking her blindness. “I’m sorry, but I actually can’t see anything!” 

“It’s probably those stupid goggles.” 

Cathy had almost entirely forgotten she was wearing her V-Set and quickly works to 

remove the bulky headset, her fingers frantically fiddling with the straps as the panic, its tendrils 

now amassed in a palpable lump in her throat, grows and swells, the darkness eating away at her 

sanity, at her soul, at her very being, wearing away the last moorings tying her to this world, until 

she wonders what it’s even like to see and smell and — she tears the contraption from her head 

and…  

Light.  

True, beautiful, real.  

Light. 

Cathy falls to her knees, tears flooding down her muddy face and onto her sordid clothes. 

Never has the sky seemed so perfect, so genuine. She marvels at the way it roils and stirs, the 

dusky clouds undulating as they continually vomit cascade after cascade of water onto the 

wind-wrecked tract of land that is the North East Climate Refugee Camp Number 23.  

“Cathy! Let’s go!” 

Cathy turns to Martha, wraps her slender body in a tight embrace, sobbing and promising 

that she’ll never use the V-Set again. Yet, perhaps out of habit, she straps the device to her side. 
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“Please! For the love of God, Cathy! It’s a hurricane — let’s GO!” 

They start running, Cathy in the lead so that she can guide Martha, telling her when to 

jump and turn and duck as they weave their way through the mess of trash and abandoned, 

water-resistant yurts. The wind is picking up again, nipping at the girls’ tattered skirts and 

launching the few personal belongings left in camp through the air, into the sky. 

Cathy sees the mass of refugees huddled ahead, wet and freezing as they wrap their yurts 

around them like blankets, pretending that they’re all part of one big, human family and that the 

warmth of family stands even the slightest chance against Nature. And a few dozen yards past 

them is a train, its rusted doors wide open as refugees trickle in, filtered one-by-one from the 

crowd by the armed soldiers standing guard, everyone praying the corroded rails last one more 

run. 

The two young girls snake their way through the horde, hands clasped tightly together, as 

they hear and, in Cathy’s case, see the suffering and mania about them. 

“Help! He won’t take his V-Set off!” 

“How come they get to go first? What ‘bout us? There’s plenty of room, you pig!” 

“Can I bring his body?” 

“Now I lay me down to sleep I give the lord my soul to keep if I  

should die before I wake I pray the lord my soul to take…” 

“Fuck you!” 

“I love you!”  

“Where are you taking us? Where is there left to go?” 
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But most petrifying to Cathy is an older woman with once-curly, now soggy red hair 

dangling before her tender, freckled face, “My daughter! But please where is my daughter? Is 

she on the train? I don’t have to go! I’ll stay! Just please take her!” 

Cathy freezes. Where are her parents? Martha tugs on her arm, urging her onwards, but 

Cathy stops, “I can’t leave without my parents!” 

The soldier is wrestling with the red-haired woman, shoving her backwards, “Ma’am, 

please put back on your V-Set and step away. You will be alerted in GreenWorld when it is your 

time to board.” 

“I need my parents!” Cathy is screaming, the tears back again, marching across swollen 

cheeks as if they know they belong. She feels as if she’s back in GreenWorld: alone on a hill 

with nothing about her but the wind powering a city no one uses. “Where’s my mom?” 

“On the train,” Martha answers, her blind eyes looking blankly in the direction of Cathy, 

“I… saw her.” 

The red-haired woman sits sobbing in the mud, running her hands through her hair as 

Martha and Cathy dart past, V-Set swinging against Cathy’s leg. 

attempt res et #4123... 

…  

reset /incomplete 

diagnosing Primary_problem... 

…  

host_presence = false 
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The soldier raises a hand to stop them and the girls reluctantly wait while he scans the 

chip embedded in the V-Set. He glances at the result on his screen and frowns. 

“Where’s your V-Set, little one?” He asks, looking to Martha. 

Cathy elbows Martha to let her know she’s the one being addressed and Martha pauses 

before replying, “I don’t have one.” 

“All right, we’ll get that sorted at the next stop. You’re clear to go, but she isn’t,” the 

soldier declares, gesturing to Martha then Cathy respectively. 

“What?” Their voices sound in unison. 

The soldier sighs, looking back and forth between the young faces before him. “Her 

V-Set shouldn’t have woken her from GreenWorld. She’s not cleared to board,” he pauses again, 

before hastily adding, “yet.” 

Cathy looks at Martha, studying the gauntness and paleness of her companion. She peers 

into Martha’s faded blue eyes, begging for Martha to do something, to make the tendrils of fear 

go away. But of course Martha cannot see. 

“I know what you do. I was here last time.” Martha has opened her mouth and her lips are 

forming words, but they seem as if they’re throwing out pure hatred instead. “You take some of 

the people, ones they decide are useful, and you just leave the rest behind with their V-Sets.” 

The soldier tries to speak, but is silenced by the little girl who is turning now to face the 

crowd. “They ditch them in GreenWorld, leave them there watching the wind turbines spin and 

the city sparkle, while the hurricane takes them and drowns them and crushes them.” 

The crowd mutters, faces turning to each other then glancing at the V-Sets strapped to 

their sides before finally turning to look at those still in the refugee camp, all fully absorbed by 
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the scenes playing out on screens just inches from their eyes. They stand there, oblivious pillars 

amongst the increasing winds and rain, their clothing flapping wildly and their stance swaying as 

they try to maintain balance so they can stare longer, further into GreenWorld. The selected 

survivors already know — a noble sacrifice, so that humanity may endure. At least that’s what 

they’ve always told themselves. Yet Martha’s short speech arouses something in them and the 

murmur in the crowd begins to develop into a full-toned rumble. 

Crouching to Martha’s level, the soldier whispers, “You have to understand, there’s 

nothing else we can do anymore. We simply don’t have enough space. This is the only way.” 

Martha hesitates, standing there in contemplation not because she’s accepted the soldier’s 

justification, but perhaps because she’s realized a jealousy of hers for those who can visit 

GreenWorld, those who can escape reality if even for few a blissful minutes. Cathy watches this, 

wondering how many more violent salvos of wind before her friend abandons her. 

Martha opens her mouth to speak, drawing the guard’s full focus and Cathy seizes the 

opportunity. She leaps forward, shoves the soldier as hard as her meager arms can and begins to 

sprint to the train and — Crack! The sound of a gunshot opens the sky, ruptures the mob. 

Cathy is running, mud and dirt and sweat and rain — flying, she is flying to the train. 

Two more cracks. The sound of scuffling, a body hitting the ground. 

“Get back! All of you have been selected, there is no need —” Another salvo of gunfire, 

the fusillade of bullets reminding people nature is not the only killer. Cathy spots more guards 

rushing forward, weapons raised. Crack! Crack! She sees the train doors. 

Crack! 
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Cathy is on the ground and she waits for the pain, for the blood, but it doesn’t come. She 

watches as boots rush forward, soon followed by knees landing in the mud and the volley of fire 

that accompanies this combat stance. “Maintain the perimeter!” She must have tripped, and she 

struggles to stand up, the wind clapping at her back. 

The line of soldiers has moved past her, firing intermittently into the chaotic, rioting mob 

that had, just a few seconds prior, been the line to salvation. But before Cathy can turn and 

continue her flight she sees it, a body just like the others: red, limp, discarded. Except this one is 

smaller than the rest and it’s faded blue eyes drown in blood. Cathy stumbles, quakes, and she 

waits for the tears to come, but it seems as if they’ve all been taken by the storm.  

The soldier, the one from before, looks at Cathy, his face despondent, an indescribable 

agony in his eyes, “Wait...” 

Cathy is running again. She doesn’t know where, she just knows that if she stops 

throwing one foot ahead of the other, it will be over. She wants GreenWorld. She wants her 

mother. She wants Martha. 

The soldier is yelling now, “Stop! Girl! You can board! Please! Come back!” 

Cathy glances behind her, catching a glimpse of once-curly, red hair entangled in the dim 

grey silhouette of a V-Set. 

host_presence = false 

Cathy finds her parents outside their assigned yurt, the both of them wearing V-Sets, 

staring blankly into the debris and mayhem tearing towards them. 

“Mom?” 

The only sound is wind. 
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“Mom?” Cathy tugs at her mother’s arm. 

The roar of rain is the only response. 

“Mom?” Cathy is crying again, her hands desperately grasping at her mother who swats 

them away, “Please?” 

The rumble and clamor of trees uprooted, yurts shattered and smashed, lives lost and 

broken. 

host_presence = false 

“Mom.” Cathy reaches to her side and flicks a switch. 

forced external_reboot... 

rebooting… 

…  

left_lense = CATASTROPHIC_FAIL
URE

 

right_lense = functioning 

 

GreenWorld.rel_restarting... 

Cathy slips her hand into her mother’s, intertwines their fingers and, with the other hand 

raises the headset, pulling it slowly, carefully over her hair, her forehead, her eyes. 

host_presence = true 

Cathy watches a hurricane, with its ravenous winds and insatiable, natural bloodlust rip 

apart a world tired of being. Cathy watches copious rains and torrential floods and fervent, 

fanatical waves surge across a frayed landscape — the rabid sea finally back to reclaim its child. 
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And in the other eye Cathy watches a different ocean: one of grassy hills and leafy forests and a 

cloak of white blades, all spinning in unison. And beside the quilt of turbines is a city, its green 

twinkling in the sunlight, reminding Cathy of hope. And far, far beyond the gentle slopes and 

noble woods — if she imagines hard enough — is the glimmer of an ocean, a blue ocean that 

never fails to comfort and soothe with gentle tides and quiet swells. An ocean whose only 

weakness, whose only infirmity, are the rocky bluffs that rise from it, connecting it, fastening it, 

binding it to the land on which humankind resides. 

host_presence = false 

I remove the headset, amazed at the dazzling, horrifying story that has just played out 

before me — a vision of destiny and fate from a young girl’s eyes. Two eyes. Two futures. Two 

choices. But it’s not that simple, I say. It doesn’t have to be that way. We’ll figure it out, we’ll 

find a way. 

We always do. 

 

…Right? 


